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Feature selection in bio-molecular data

quite often:
I which gene(s) among thousands of candidates?
I which data-source among a few dozens? And which

subsets of data-sources?
I ...
 variable or feature selection is often of primary interest
(“networks” are also a kind of feature selection)

difficult because of potential high noise and combinatorial
complexity of the problem (2p subsets with p features)



finding HIF transcription factor binding sites
HIF-dependent oxygen-sensing transcriptional networks
 related to obesity, insulin resistance, atherosclerosis
in collaboration with Ricci & Krek labs, ETH Zürich

goals:
I motif problem: find out the DNA-“word” (e.g. ACCGTCAA)

which is bound by a HIF transcription factor
I transcriptional network: find targets (e.g. genes) which are

regulated by HIF transcription factors

data:
I DNA sequence data (human)

extract p = 272 candidate motifs by de novo computational
models, e.g. ACGGTAAC, ACCTTTACC, ACGTTTGCA, ....

I CHIP-chip data of human liver cells
having stimulated HIF1α, HIF2α transcription factors
noisy information about binding of HIFα transcription factor
to n = 177 “top-scoring”, ≈ 800bp long DNA-regions



model:
DNA-regions i = 1, . . . , n = 177
abundance/score for occurrence of motif j in region i : X (j)

i
binding strength of HIFα in region i : Yi

simplest model: Yi = β0 +
∑p

j=1 βjX
(j)
i + εi (i = 1, . . . , n)

rationale:
relevant motifs (covariates) are the ones which are most
important for explaining Y
 variable selection in linear regression



sometimes: we observe a whole time-course of such data

{X (t), Y (t)}, t = 1, . . . , N ≈ 10− 20

where X (t) is a n(t)× p covariate-design matrix
Y (t) is a n(t)× 1 response vector
and p � n(t)

goal: variable/feature selection with time-course data



High-dimensional data

(X1, Y1), . . . , (Xn, Yn) i.i.d. or stationary
Xi p-dimensional predictor variable
Yi response variable, e.g. Yi ∈ R or Yi ∈ {0, 1}

high-dimensional: p � n

numerous areas of applications in biology or bio-medicine
p ≈ 200− 106, n ≈ 10− . . .
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High-dimensional linear models

Yi = (β0+)

p∑
j=1

βjX
(j)
i + εi , i = 1, . . . , n

p � n
in short: Y = Xβ + ε

goals:
I prediction, e.g. squared prediction error
I variable selection

i.e. estimating the effective variables
(having corresponding coefficient 6= 0)
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Approaches include:

Ridge regression (Tikhonov regularization) for prediction

variable selection via AIC, BIC, (g)MDL (in a forward manner)

Bayesian methods for regularization, ...

computational feasibility for high-dimensional problems
(2p sub-models) 

(quasi-) convex optimization
⇔ (adaptive) Lasso︸ ︷︷ ︸

Tibshirani (1996)



Variable selection

Yi = (β0+)

p∑
j=1

βjX
(j)
i + εi , i = 1, . . . , n

goal: find the effective predictor variables
i.e. the set Atrue = {j ; βj 6= 0}

`0-penalty methods, e.g. BIC, AIC,...

β̂(λ) = argminβ(n−1‖Y − Xβ‖2 + λ ‖β‖0︸ ︷︷ ︸Pp
j=1 I(βj 6=0)

)

 computationally infeasible: 2p sub-models
ad-hoc heuristic optimization such as forward-backward are
often used
but they are often “unstable” (Breiman, 1996)



convex relaxation of computationally hard problem Donoho &
Elad (2002) 

Lasso/`1-regularization for linear models

β̂(λ) = argminβ(n−1‖Y − Xβ‖2 + λ︸︷︷︸
≥0

‖β‖1︸ ︷︷ ︸Pp
j=1 |βj |

)

 convex optimization problem

I Lasso does variable selection
some of the β̂j(λ) = 0
(because of “`1-geometry”)

I β̂(λ) is (typically) a shrunken LS-estimate

use the Lasso for variable selection : Â(λ) = {j ; β̂j(λ) 6= 0}
no significance testing involved



Lasso can be computed efficiently for all λ’s using the LARS
algorithm (Efron, Hastie, Johnstone, Tibshirani, 2004)

O(np min(n, p)) operation counts
linear in p if p � n

CPU time
lymph node classification example: p = 7130, n = 49

computing Lasso solutions for all λ’s

2.603 seconds using lars in R (with use.gram=F)
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componentwise descent algorithms:
(instead of homotopy-LARS type algorithm)
Paul Tseng (≈ 2000)
Meier (2006); Friedman, Hastie & Tibshirani (2007)

can easily compute the Lasso for p ≈ 106 and n ≈ 103

and we are able to compute with large/massive data:
for protein identification (Aebersold):
n ≈ 108, p ≈ 106  braking it in smaller sub-samples



Properties of Lasso for variable selection

Theorem (Meinshausen & PB, 2004 (publ: 2006))

I Y , X (j)’s Gaussian (not crucial)
I sufficient and (“almost”) necessary

neighborhood stability condition; see also Zhao & Yu (2006)
I if p = p(n) is growing with n

I p(n) = O(nα) for some 0 < α < ∞ (high-dimensionality)
I |Atrue,n| = O(nκ) for some 0 < κ < 1 (sparsity)
I the non-zero βj ’s are outside the n−1/2-range

Then: if λ = λn ∼ const .n−1/2−δ/2 (0 < δ < 1/2),

P[Â(λ) = Atrue,n] = 1−O(exp(−Cn1−δ))

statistical (asymptotic) justification of convexization of
computationally hard problem for variable selection
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Gaussian graphical models (and networks)
Meinshausen & PB (2004; publ. 2006):

can use Lasso locally (for every node) to infer conditional
independence graph, even when number of nodes p � n

P[estimated graph = true graph] → 1 (n →∞)
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Problem 1:

Neighborhood stability condition is restrictive
sufficient and (“almost”) necessary for consistent model selection with Lasso

it fails to hold if design matrix exhibits
“strong linear dependence”

⇒ Lasso is not consistent anymore for selecting the true model



Problem 2: Choice of λ

for prediction oracle solution

λ∗ = argminλE[(Y −
p∑

j=1

β̂j(λ)X (j))2]

P[Â(λ∗) = Atrue] < 1 (n →∞) (or = 0 if pn →∞ (n →∞))

asymptotically: prediction optimality yields too large models
(Meinshausen & PB, 2004; related example by Leng et al., 2006)



Comment 3: if neighborhood stability condition fails to hold

van de Geer (2006); Meinshausen & Yu (2006); Huang & Zhang
(2007); Bickel, Ritov & Tsybakov (2007): for suitable λ = λn

‖β̂ − β‖2
2 =

p∑
j=1

(β̂j − βj)
2 = oP(1)

under much weaker conditions than neighborhood stability
I maximal and minimal sparse eigenvalues of empirical covariance matrix
I number of effective variables in relation to sparse eigenvalues of

empirical covariance matrix

 Lasso yields too large models



in summary: asymptotically,
I prediction optimal solution yields too large models
I if neighborhood stability condition fails to hold

Lasso yields too large models

 Lasso as an

excellent filter for variable selection

i.e. true model is contained in selected models from Lasso
in particular: |Â(λ̂)| ≤ min(n, p)

 huge dimensionality reduction if p � n

the Lasso filter is easy to use,︸ ︷︷ ︸
prediction optimal tuning

computationally efficient,︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(np min(n,p))

and statistically accurate
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peff = 3, p = 1′000, n = 50; 2 independent realizations
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Adaptive Lasso

recap: under “weak” assumptions,

Atrue ⊆ Â( λ̂︸︷︷︸
pred. optim.

)

quite many false positives with “small” β̂j ’s from the Lasso

 various possibilities to improve:
I hard-thresholding of coefficients

(using prediction optimality)
I thresholding of coefficients and re-estimation of non-zero coefficients

with least squares (using prediction optimality)



Adaptive Lasso (Zou, 2006): re-weighting the penalty function

β̂ = argminβ

n∑
i=1

(Yi − (Xβ)i)
2 + λ

p∑
j=1

|βj |
|β̂init ,j |

,

β̂init ,j from Lasso in first stage (or OLS if p < n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Zou (2006)

for orthogonal design,
if β̂init = OLS:
Adaptive Lasso = NN-garrote
 less bias than Lasso
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furthermore:

I Zou (2006): adaptive Lasso is consistent for variable
selection “in general”
(proof for low-dimensional problems only)

I Huang, Ma & Zhang (2006): as above but for sparse,
high-dimensional problems



peff = 3, p = 1′000, n = 50
same 2 independent realizations from before
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n = 300, p = 20, . . . 650, peff = 20
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Binary lymph node classification in breast cancer based on gene expressions:

n = 49, p = 7130

a high noise classification problem

cross-validated quantities (2/3 training; 1/3 test)

misclassif. error number of selected genes
Lasso 21.1% 13.12

Adaptive Lasso 20.1% 7.3

can iterate the adaptive Lasso (Meier & PB, 2007):

 sparser model fit
 low number of expected false positive findings

often desirable in applications with follow-up validation
experiments
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Time course data

a simple model:

time course data-sets {X (t), Y (t)}t , t = 1, . . . , N,

Y (t) = X (t)β(t) + ε(t),
β(t) smoothly changing over t



use Smoothed Lasso (Meier & PB, 2007)

β̂(τ) = argminβ

N∑
t=1

K (
t − τ

h
)︸ ︷︷ ︸

weight w(t ,τ)

(n−1‖Y (t)− X (t)β‖2
2 + λ‖β‖1)

(if n(t) ≡ n)

can be computed efficiently as ordinary Lasso problem by
using preliminary transformation
 much faster than with additional penalty w.r.t. time

and analogously for Smoothed adaptive Lasso



if high-dimensional coefficient vectors β(t) change smoothly in t

I faster convergence rate
I better variable selection property

obviously, we gain (a lot of) information from other time points



Discovery of sequence motifs
(& targets (genes) of specific transcription factors)

goals:
I find binding site consensus (motif) of HIF transcription

factors,
i.e. finding a short “DNA-word” such as ACCGTGC;

I modeling of HIF-dependent oxygen-sensing transcriptional
networks
(related to obesity, insulin resistance, atherosclerosis)

human sequence data and ChIP-chip data from human liver
cells (with different HIF-stimuli)



ChIP-chip experiment
ChIP-chip: Combination of chromatin immunoprecipitation
(ChIP) with microarray technology (chip)



what we get...

binding strength of HIF transcription factors for regions of DNA
(genes)
the most interesting regions have high binding strength
 likely to be bound by HIF and to contain the binding motif

but we want to have a close-up look of regions which are ≈ 800
bp long
we are looking for a short “word” (about 10 bp long) within the
≈ 100− 200 top-scoring regions

that is:
we look for relevant consecutive 10 bp within
≈ 150 · 800 = 120′000 bp



The idea of motif regression Conlon, Liu, Lieb & Liu (2003)

I build many candidate motifs from sequence based de-novo
computational algorithms

I filter out from the many candidate motifs by regression (or
another statistical model) using additional information from
ChIP-chip (or e.g. gene expressions, ... )

 a special way of integrating multiple data
and a “booster” to potentially improve upon sequence-based
de-novo approaches



quite often, the sequence-based motif list looks like...

motif probability
M1 1
M2 1
M3 1
M4 0.999
M5 0.999
M6 0.999
M7 0.998
M8 0.998
M9 0.998
M10 0.997
... ...
... ...

M40 0.96
... ...

 need to reduce the number of false positives



Motif regression model
in our context
Yi : binding strength of region i (from ChIP-chip experiments)
X (j)

i : score/abundance of candidate motif j in region i (from
DNA sequence using MDScan)
model:

Yi = β0 +

p∑
j=1

βjX
(j)
i + εi (i = 1, . . . , n)

rationale:
relevant motifs (covariates) are the ones which are most
important for explaining Y
 variable selection problem
and we use Lasso / adaptive Lasso



The real analysis

I 5 ChIP-chip experiments under hypoxia (reduced oxygen)
I 3 control ChIP-chip experiments under normoxia (normal

oxygen)

using Agilent ChIP-chip technology



Signal extraction: instead of Agilent’s standard software...

our own steps:
I raw signal intensity Si,m for region i in experiment m

log-transform to log(Si,m)

I quantile-normalization within hypoxia and normoxia
conditions seems inessential
average over experiments:

Si;hypox =
1
5

5∑
m=1

log(Si,m;hypox); Si;normox =
1
3

3∑
m=1

log(Si,m;normox)
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I running smoother

Yi =
∑

j∈Ne(i)

wjSj

I thresholding for identifying targets (e.g. where binding is
relevant)



running smoother

I mean or median?
I span of window? fixed span or scan?
I form of window?

goal:
optimize power for region (target gene) detection (under
hypoxia)
under a constraint on the false positive rate (from normoxia)

some sort of (local) FDR seems suitable
but we have the luxury of 3 control experiments!
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 running median with 1-nearest neighbors (i.e. smoothing
over 3 values) is best
could validate thanks to our 3 control experiments!



running median (or other smoothing) yields good results “in
general”
see Bourgon (2006)
R-package Ringo (Toedling et al., 2007)



motif regression with n = 177 and p = 272
n and p somewhat “arbitrary”
larger n is not necessarily better... because the low-scoring
regions are noisy
p has to be large enough to capture the true motif

I use the Lasso; and the adaptive Lasso
I bootstrapping of (adaptive) Lasso estimates
I report median of bootstrapped regression coefficients:

equals zero if the bootstrap estimate has been zero more
often than 50%



for HIF1α

median of bootstrapped β̂∗
j (j = 1, . . . , p = 272)

Motif.P1.5.1 Motif.P1.6.2 Motif.P1.7.3 Motif.P1.8.4 Motif.P1.9.5 Motif.P1.10.7 Motif.P1.11.12 Motif.P1.12.18 Motif.P1.14.14
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 one “highly relevant” and one marginally relevant motif
it’s just a short list of 2 candidates



we find the true HIF1α motif

and it didn’t stick-out with sequence-based methods (AlignACE,
MEME, MDScan, MotifSampler)



HIF1α was only our “test case” for motif finding
(and we could rank importance of HIF1α targets)

we are working on HIF2
and some other transcription factors
work in progress with Ricci and Krek labs (ETH Zürich)

the statistical technique is the same:
I identify targets of a transcription factor; directly from

ChIP-chip data, using running median and thresholding
I find motif of a transcription factor, using motif regression

and `1-penalization yielding sparse model fits



Conclusions

`1-regularization (Lasso)

I easy to use!
I useful for sparse model fitting with high-dimensional data
I useful for dimension reduction in the original

variables/features:
Lasso overestimates the true model and Lasso-estimated
model involves only min(n, p) variables

I provable mathematical properties for prediction and
variable/feature selection

I stable and efficient algorithms:
R-packages: lars (Hastie & Efron)
grplasso (Meier) which is very efficient for large p ≈ 106

I no P-values, no confidence intervals



Motif regression

I often powerful for filtering a long list of candidates (motifs,
genes, ...) using an additional source of information
(binding intensity, gene expression, ...)

I typically reduces the number of false positives
I a special way of integrating an additional data source

ChIP-chip data together with motif regression and Lasso:
surprisingly accurate for motif finding



Cell-cycle in yeast

N = 12 time points, n(t) ≡ 500, p = 660

Selected variables/motifs and prediction gain of smoothed
adaptive Lasso (for time points where methods are most different)

time point adaptive Lasso smoothed adaptive Lasso prediction gain
3 9 4 -3.9%
6 91 33 +8.3%
7 45 28 -0.7%
8 20 15 +0.6%
10 28 22 +1.4%
11 56 35 +5.6%
12 41 30 +1.5%

 smoothed adaptive Lasso often substantially sparser
fewer false positives expected


